Through UL’s Member programs, companies and organizations that provide products and services to the microgrid industry can connect with HOMER software’s extensive audience. As an industry or component member, your organization gets exposure to thousands of prospective customers and projects. Members include:

- Component manufacturers
- Project integrators
- Engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) firms
- Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
- Consulting firms
- Project owners
- Financing organizations

Member programs

Industry Members gain visibility with key prospects

UL’s HOMER® Pro has been used by more than 200,000 energy professionals in over 190 countries to develop hybrid power systems. As an Industry Member, your company can be seen by these potential customers in their earliest stages of decision making.

Industry Members are featured across our websites, events and trainings, our targeted Microgrid News site, and a monthly newsletter that reaches over 90,000 energy professionals each edition.

Component Members enjoy premium placement

Component Members get all the benefits of the Industry Member program plus premium visibility within HOMER Pro, the global standard for optimizing microgrid design. Component Members showcase their products and brand through placement in HOMER Pro’s component library. Detailed information about your components is presented to potential customers during their project design process. The proof is in the data: the components of members have proven to be three times more likely to be modeled in HOMER Pro than other components.

Put the power of HOMER to work for you

HOMER, or the Hybrid Optimization Model for Multiple Energy Resources, software sets the global standard for decision making on the optimal mix of resources, system configuration, and capital and operating costs of microgrids and hybrid power systems. Our suite of products empowers energy professionals worldwide to produce economic feasibility studies and system design, as well as gain optimization insights and solutions to save on energy cost.

To learn more, contact us at sales@homerenergy.com.